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Customs, Freight and Warehousing Portals
Track your shipment instantly from anywhere, at any time
When someone’s counting on you for the safe, on-time arrival of a shipment, you
need to know where it is at any point along its journey. Having to contact your
customs brokerage company to do this for you is a time-consuming hassle. And
by the time you receive the information, it may no longer be accurate.
With Cole Portals track-and-trace solutions for Customs, Freight and Warehousing,
you can securely monitor your active shipments from anywhere in the world.
Internet access is all you need. This web-based tool also allows you to perform
many other tasks related to your shipment: check the status of your shipment’s
release from Customs, check duty and applicable taxes on your imports, generate
historical data reports and more. All you need is a Cole International account and a
login ID. It’s that easy.

Warehousing Portal Features
xx Place orders online

xx Generate cost breakdown reports

xx View available stock per SKU and/or
distribution centre

xx Review inbound receipt information

xx Check status of orders
xx Track shipments by various means
(purchase order number, shipper name,
carrier name, bill of lading number, etc.)
xx Generate customized reports by
distribution centre and time period

xx Create transaction history reports
by company
xx Generate lists of all inbound and
outbound transactions by time period
xx Create balance report by distribution
centre or SKU and by time period

Customs Portal Features
xx Track shipments by various means
(purchase order number, shipper name,
carrier name, bill of lading number, etc.)
xx Generate customized reports by
time period
xx Customize reporting by date range,
with up to 16 pertinent data elements
xx Access entry summary information
xx Access multiple accounts
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xx View status reporting by transaction
xx View release notifications
xx View and print invoices and
system-generated documents
xx View and print B3s
xx Access images of vendor documents
xx View NAFTA certificates

All your customs and
shipping information,
always at your fingertips.
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Freight Portal Features
xx Track shipments by various means
(purchase order number, shipper name,
carrier name, bill of lading number, etc.)
xx Generate customized reports by
time period
xx Track shipments
xx Advanced search capabilities

xx Manual override capabilities
xx View and print invoices
xx View vendor-specific data elements
xx Customize reporting with up to 23
data elements
xx Sort and search by date range

xx Auto populated data fields

Compliance
With Cole International, compliance is a foregone conclusion.
Navigating the topsy-turvy waters of compliance can be frustrating and exhausting,
especially if you’re not intimately familiar with the regulations. Fortunately for you,
Cole International is. And we’re excited to introduce a new product that allows you
to perform self-assessments for your imported products.
Our Compliance Portal includes tools to assist with compliance management,
database management and auditing of customs entries, and it provides a variety of
ways to query, target or randomly sample entries or entry data. Cole International’s
compliance team can customize the tool to accommodate your specific needs.
Our solid understanding of the many complexities of the compliance process along
with our extensive experience means you can focus on what you do best…and
leave the details to us.

Compliance Portal Features
xx Generate reports by item and by time period
xx Audit entries by downloading reports specific to tariff classifications
xx Conduct random or specified audits
xx Conduct analysis from randomly generated samples for a wide range of
criteria (e.g., HS codes, NAFTA, value)
xx Generate quality control product reports for specific part numbers
xx Generate quality control HS reports

Benefits
xx Immediate and secure access to all your customs and shipping information
24 hours a day from anywhere in the world
xx Ability to generate customized management reports online
xx Online access to all compliance management forms and protocols to
expedite shipping

For more information please contact your Account Representative.
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